
Company Name: NowHere Lisboa
Role: Cultural Space & Gallery Assistant
Location: Rua da Cruz dos Poiais 6, 1200-350 Lisboa
Website: https://www.nowhere-lisboa.com/
Duration: 3 months

Company Description:
NowHere is a collective founded in 2018 in Lisbon by curator Cristiana Tejo and artist Marilá Dardot,
both Brazilian immigrants. Initially operating in Marilá's studio, the intention has always been to create
an instigating, open, and respectful environment for the discussion of conceptual and expressive
strategies of the participating artists, offering interlocution, complicity, and integration into the local
artistic environment for people of all backgrounds.

Artistic Work Placement Description :
During the internship, the participant will be involved in the gallery´s active projects. The selected
candidate will assist Nowhere Lisbon in managing the space for performances and exhibitions hosted
there. This involves various tasks such as preparing the venue for exhibitions, installing artwork,
contributing to exhibition curation, welcoming visitors, and liaising with artists. Additionally, they will
support the management of the cultural space by participating in events like talks, workshops, and
artistic training. The role also offers opportunities to capture media for social channels and assist in
promoting the Breaking the Patterns project.

In addition to the artistic work placement it is a mandatory requirement for the participant to organise
and contribute in an art exhibition, more details below -

Art Exhibition:
Capacity Ireland and Carlow, Waterford, and Wexford Local Authority Arts Services is working with
NowHere Lisboa and Synopsis in organising an art exhibition based around a collaboration between
Capacity Ireland participants and local artists based in Lisbon, this is a mandatory component of this
Erasmus+ work placement and artistic residency and is held in the 3rd month of the programme. It is a
requirement for the participant to contribute artwork (in a medium of their choosing) to the exhibition.
This is primarily a self organised exhibition by Capacity Ireland participants with additional support and
guidance from NowHere Lisboa, Synopsis and Capacity Ireland during the 3 months.

Required Applicant´s Profile:
● Experience in organising exhibitions
● Proficiency in photography & video making skills is a plus
● Knowledge of curation is advantageous
● Strong communication and interpersonal skills, with the ability to collaborate effectively with

colleagues and artists.

https://www.nowhere-lisboa.com/
https://www.nowhere-lisboa.com/en
https://www.synopsis.pt/

